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at small x double scattering
enhanced due to growth
of parton densities
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sometimes called 
“generalized parton 
distribution (GPD)”
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Underlying event studies at LHC

13

choose observables sensitive to soft particle production

Plots: Rick Field

Experiment
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Underlying event studies at LHC
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Plots: S. Wahrmund for the ATLAS Collaboration, MPI@LHC 2012

used for tuning of Monte Carlo parameters

see parallel talks: D Kar (WG4, Tue 15:00), K Mazumdar (WG2, Tue 15:20), O Kepka (WG2, Thu 8:30)
apologies if here or in the following I have missed references to parallel sessions!

Experiment
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D0,  arXiv:0912.5104

• all determinations in same ballpark for σeff

• no clear variation with kinematics reported so far

Determinations of σeff from double hard scattering

Experiment
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ATLAS, arXiv:1301.6872 CMS PAS FSQ-12-028

W + exactly 2 jets with pT > 20 GeV

• ATLAS fits distribution to two templates

★ A (single hard scatt.) and B (double hard scatt.)

★ extract double scattering fraction fDP = 0.08 ± 0.01 ± 0.02

see parallel talks: P Bartalini (CMS) and M Myska (ATLAS), WG2, Tue 17:10 and 17:30

Experiment

∆n
jets = ∆rel pT =

|pT jet1 + pT jet2|
|pT jet1|+ |pT jet2|

Double parton scattering in pp→ W + 2 jets + X
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Double parton scattering in pp→ W + 2 jets + X
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for single hard scattering peaked at π

for double hard scattering flat if two
scatters are completely independent

but need not be flat if have correlations 
between two partons in proton
(see later)

Experiment

special thanks to S Bansal, P Bartalini and H Jung for discussions

∆S = ∠(pT,W , pT jet1 + pT jet2)
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LHCb: double charm production (cccc)
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Plots: LHCb, arXiv:1205.0975

_ _

J/Ψ + D channels: σ much larger
than computed for single hard scatt.

size of cross sect. ratio in ballpark
of σeff from other processes

double J/Ψ production: similar size 
estimated for single and double 
scattering
LHCb, arXiv:1109.0963
and several theory papers

Experiment
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LHCb: double charm production (cccc)
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_ _

Plot: LHCb, arXiv:1205.0975

p slopes similar in single and double
scattering channels for J/Ψ but not
for D mesons

not consistent with assumption of
completely independent scatters

situation currently not clear

see parallel talks (theory): N Zotov and R Maciula, WG4/5, Wed 15:00 and 15:20

Experiment
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parallel talk: MD (WG2, Tue 16:50)

recent work: Rogers, Strikman 2008;
 Domdey et al 2011;
Flensburg et al 2011
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Sudakov suppr. factor for quarks

Manohar, Waalewijn
arXiv:1202.3794

Theory: level 2
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parallel talk: E Lewandowska (WG2, Tue 17:10)
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What is double parton scattering?

Theory: level 3
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What is double parton scattering?

Theory: level 3

also have graphs with
single PDF for one proton
and double PDFs for other

Blok, Dokshitzer, Frankfurt, Strikman 2011
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Towards a factorization proof for double scattering?
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• simplest case: double Drell-Yan

• open problem in ultraviolet region: parton splitting

• in infrared region: soft gluon exchange between 
scatters 1 and 2

★ partially under control                                                      
relevant to Sudakov factors                                               
→ parton showers

• open problem: soft gluon                                              
exchange in Glauber region

processes with colored final states much more difficult

MD, Ostermeier, Schäfer 2011

Theory: level 3
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Topics not discussed in this talk

• phenomenological studies for many pp processes

• pA collisions

• small x approach

• ‘ridge effect’ in pp and pA collisions

28

double dijets: Domdey, Pirner, Wiedemann 2009; Berger, Jackson, Shaughnessy 2009
W/Z + jets: Maina 2009, 2011
like sign W pairs: Kulesza, Stirling 2009; Gaunt et al 2011; Berger et al 2011
double Drell-Yan: Kom, Kulesza, Stirling 2011
double charmonium: Kom, Kulesza, Stirling 2011; Baranov et al. 2011, 2012; Novoselov 2011
double charm: Berezhnoy et al 2012; Łuszczak et al 2011; Maciula, Szczurek 2012, 2013

extra layer of compexity: two partons from same or from different nuclei in nucleus
Calucci, Treleani 2009, 2012; Strikman, Vogelsang 2009; Blok, Strikman, Wiedemann 2011; 
d’Enterria, Snigirev 2012, 2013

CMS; ATLAS; ALICE; many theory papers

Flensburg et al 2011; Bartels, Ryskin 2011

only list references after 2008
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Summary
• multiparton interactions are ubiquitous                                         

in hadron-hadron collisions

• populate characteristic part of phase space                              
there they can be substantial part of rate

• important theory progress for hard double scattering

• but many open questions:

★ size of correlations between partons

★ parton splitting contributions ↔ evolution of DPDs

• promising experimental developments:

★ different processes

★ kinematic distributions

• use σeff as a handy tool, not as a precision instrument                     
(if I have one free wish)                
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